
Watch out for the Leverage Unwinding in 2021’s Markets

Description

If you’ve been scratching your head over how 2021 has been shaping up thus far – what with the Gamestop-
Reddit short-selling saga, the dizzyingly fast collapse of global finance firm Greensill Capital, and now Archegos 
Capital. 2021 has barely begun but we’ve already seen 3 major leverage unwinding events unfold thus far, and 
could there be more to bet?

Perhaps, and I won’t be surprised if they are.
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(Background)

How did leverage kill 3 companies?

For those of you who have been confused (or haven’t been following the news), I’ll do a quick summary of all 3 
sagas.

GameStop: 

A classic David-vs-Goliath plot that was started on Reddit, gathering the masses to target hedge funds who 
shorted the struggling retailer (the company was the second-most-shorted firm out of more than 6,000 companies 
listed on NASDAQ and NYSE). Led by Youtuber “Roaring Kitty” (or “DeepF*ckingValue” on Reddit, whose 
real identity is former trader Keith Gill), Redditors spelt out a detailed plan over the course of several months to 
buy up GameStop’s stock and push up the price, which would punish the hedge funds and force them to cover 
their position by rushing to buy back shares, which would then push up the stock’s value even more (aka a “short 
squeeze”). The company’s stock price went from ~$40 to almost $400 in a matter of days, creating hordes of day-
trader millionaires and extinguishing billions of dollars of bets against the firm placed by institutional investors.
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The appeal for the Redditors? Sticking it to the “evil” hedge funds and getting rich. Well, both happened. One 
hedge fund, Melvin Capital Management, lost at least $2 billion, while “Roaring Kitty” is now estimated to have 
made more than $13 million on his GameStop investment. Unfortunately, Keith Gill is now being sued for 
securities fraud, dragging his former employer MassMutual into the mess, and investigations are still underway.

Greensill Capital: 

The $3.5 billion company with 16 offices around the world (including in Singapore) filed for liquidation when it 
failed to secure the insurance to back $4.6 billion it was owed by businesses around the world. Note that the 
company (or Mr. Greensill himself) was held in such high esteem in the finance world that he reportedly 
helped Prime Minister David Cameron’s government set up a supply chain finance program in 2012, and claimed 
to have done the same for President Barack Obama in the United States.

The company offered “supply chain finance” solutions – a traditional form of lending which Mr. Greensill added 
an extra layer of complexity, by turning supplier invoices into short-term assets and put them into funds (similar 
to money market funds) for investors to buy. The money from investors helped to pay back the suppliers, and by 
shuffling around the risk (pushing some of it onto investors, insurance companies and other financial firms), 
Greensill’s business model has echoes of the asset-backed securitization that was at the heart of the 2008 
financial crisis.  Its dazzlingly fast failure marks one of the most spectacular collapses of a global finance firm in 
over a decade. 

Archegos Capital Management:

How did Bill Hwang, a troubled trader who was charged by the SEC in 2012 for insider trading and manipulation 
of Chinese stocks, quietly amassed $10 billion of wealth under his new family office and grew to become bigger 
than many hedge funds by 2020?

By using total return swaps, which are contracts that gave him the upside associated with a stock investment 
without actually owning the securities. By leveraging his portfolio in this way, he was able to increase his 
positions without having to put up too much of the capital required to buy them. Archegos goes to the investment 
banks and buys a derivative against the stock that he wants to own, and if the price of the stock goes up, the bank 
will pay him; if the price of the stock goes down, then Archegos will have to pay the bank. On the back-end, the 
investment bank will generally purchase the underlying stock in order to hedge their position (so it is them who 
owns the stock and NOT Archegos). 

But Archegos’ exposure to momentum stocks like ViacomCBS, Discovery and GSX Techedu started to work 
against it as the shares of some of its concentrated positions, like GSX Techedu, declined almost simultaneously 
in recent weeks. This triggered margin calls, which led to the investment banks (Goldman Sachs, Morgan 
Stanley, etc) being the first to run for the gates by selling their shares, which caused the stock prices to plummet 
even further. (Imagine somewhat of the opposite of the “short squeeze” that hit GameStop.) Other investment 
banks who were late (Credit Suisse, Nomura) were left holding the losses.
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What will happen next?

3 major leverage unwinding events in just 3 months alone, and the year isn’t over yet.

I’m not the only one who’s watching the leverage – even the Chinese government is becoming concerned, and is 
using this chance to deleverage after its economy accumulated much of its record debt after the global financial 
crisis in order to avoid the same fate of financial slumps that ravaged the West.

Amidst all these, macro risks like rising Treasury yields, interest rate volatility and a steepening yield curve are 
fast playing out. I’m not an expert in studying them, but we’ve all seen the impact they can have on the markets 
and causing stock prices to plummet in a matter of days.
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Given how leveraged so many companies (even governments) are these days, I won’t be surprised if more of 
such incidents start to unwind. The fragile systemic risks are starting to play out, and all it’ll take is just one 
major catalyst for it to come crashing down. Who knows what, or when, that will be?

For retail investors, here’s what I’m doing:

Avoid leverage: leverage is great on the way up as it increases your profits, but in the same vein, it can 
quickly wipe you out with magnified losses on the way down if you’re not careful. Since I cannot predict 
when the next black swan event will be, or what may cause stock prices to drop, I’m choosing to just avoid 
leverage completely.
Watch out for buying opportunities: when stock prices of companies crash for non-fundamental reasons, 
these could present great buying opportunities if you have the power to hold for the long-term. Of course, 
you’ll need to know or have already prepared what the buying thesis is, in advance to that happening – 
otherwise a buy signal could present itself and you’d be clueless still.
Prepare your watchlist: when the 2020 crash happened, it took place so quickly that I didn’t have enough 
time to research and react fast enough. Hence, I deployed into companies that I had already researched on 
and already owned prior to the crash – Disney, Facebook, DBS, etc.
Have a liquid investment war-chest on standby: my biggest deployment of cash last year took place 
between March – April 2020. Did I have a crystal ball to tell me that was the bottom of the market crash? 
No, but when the market fell as sharply and as quickly as it did, my buying instincts were immediately 
triggered – and I was averaging in at different points since I couldn’t have known where the exact bottom 
was going to be. If the same opportunity happens again this year (or the next), I’ll be prepared.

No one knows what’s going to happen to the markets tomorrow. 
But in the meantime, I know my strategy and what I’d do if an opportunity presents itself, and I hope you do, too.
With love,
Budget Babe
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